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Success = It Stands 
 

Yes, I was a promise, that I never could become 
Society wasn’t waiting, for an honest Heart 
They told me first to mould it, to fit the ruling structures 
Then by itself success be mine, money fame and women 
 
I moulded here I moulded there, stubborn was the Heart 
It didn’t want to listen, It didn’t understand 
Refused to be a prison, refused to be a part 
And again I tried to clarify, how it’s simply meant 
 
I humbly took the role, of messenger of ‘them’ 
Explained their point of view, the matrix of the earth 
That once success is there, you’ll radiate forever 
People out there die for you, don’t waste this precious chance 
 
And yes It kept on giving, but exactly as It was 
And I got really angry now, I told It “you’re a dummy” 
Just some give and take and win and lose, what’s in fact the fuss 
And who is angry, It replied, is it you or is it them 
 
I could no longer then deny, I had become the fight 
Wasn’t Neutral any more, truly strangely torn in Two 
Didn’t know with whom I fought, didn’t know the warrior 
Something I did lose but what, the Heart of no-identify? 
 
And I forgot about success, I longed to get It back 
That Which was still There somewhere, but could no longer Touch 
The struggle was Dark Dirty Deep, and failure was my way 
For ages on my bleeding knees, although I never prayed 
 
Till one day stopped me asking, It Saw what I’d been offered 
It saw the Two, how I was fooled, that never one would win 
And finally I understood, that Something needs to Stand 
The Heart just can’t be used, by one who doesn’t Know 
 
It failed to be adjusted, every lie It vomits out 
It shrinks and crawls and coughs, and again It is the Same 
By being killed again again, Humbly It outwears society 
Even though one cannot See It, Freely Standing in the mud 
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Secretly Shining no reward, Turned out to be the Law 
My Touch in conscious solitude, Turned out to be ‘my’ Love 
Never was the Heart impressed, by torture ridicule and ban 
In full awareness being beaten… It Stands It Stands It Stands 


